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ABSTRACT Millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication offers rich spectrum resources and acts as a key
enabling technology for future wireless communication systems. Hybrid (digital and analog) beamforming
and relay techniques are important for mmWave implementations considering the characteristics of mmWave
signals, as well as the practical limitations of equipment size, power consumption, and hardware cost. In this
paper, a robust hybrid beamforming scheme is presented for mmWave multiple-input multiple-output relay
networks adopting amplify-and-forward strategy at the relays. Unlike most existing designs that are based
on the perfect channel-state information (CSI), CSI imperfectness is considered in the proposed robust
beamforming scheme. An accurate approximation of the average received signal-to-noise ratio is derived
and used as the design criterion for the developed iterative beamforming optimization at different nodes.
An orthogonal matching pursuit-based algorithm is then utilized to design the hybrid beamforming schemes.
Simulation results show that the proposed robust beamforming scheme with affordable computational
complexities provides substantial performance gains compared with the existing non-robust designs.

INDEX TERMS Millimeter wave communication, MIMO, relays.

I. INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing demand for data rates in the mobile
system requires higher spectrum bands except for the cur-
rently available ones (sub 6 GHz). Therefore, the millime-
ter wave (mmWave) technology with the vast unlicensed
band (from 30 GHz to 300 GHz) has gained tremendous
research interest recently [1], [2]. However, the mmWave
signal suffers from the severe path loss and is sensi-
tive to propagation blockages due to its short wavelength.
Fortunately, the millimeter-scale wavelength enables the
transceiver to equip a large number of antennas in a small
volume, which can provide significant beamforming gains via
so-called massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
technologies [3]. On the other hand, relay techniques can also
be utilized to establish MIMO relay networks to enhance the
system coverage [2].

In mmWave systems, traditional fully digital beamforming
techniques with one radio frequency (RF) chain per antenna
element, which can adjust both the magnitude and the phase

of a signal, are not practically feasible due to the limitations
of equipment size, power consumption, and hardware cost.
Therefore, the hybrid analog/digital beamforming scheme,
which contains an analog processor with phase shifters only
and a low-dimensional baseband digital processor, has been
widely discussed in [4]–[10].

In [4], an orthogonal matching pursuit-based (OMP-based)
algorithm is utilized to design the hybrid beamformer in a
point-to-point MIMO system, by exploiting the sparsity of
mmWave channels. The OMP-based algorithm approximates
the beamforming design as a Frobenius norm minimiza-
tion problem, which is attractive for its ease of use. In [5],
the algorithm is modified to jointly design hybrid beamform-
ers in a three-node amplify-and-forward (AF) relay system.
In [6] and [7], the algorithm is further extended to relay
networks with multiple-relay. In [6], the hybrid beamform-
ing is used at the source and the destination, while analog
beamformers/combiners are adopted at the relays. In [7], all
the terminals in the relay network utilize hybrid beamformers.
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The fully digital beamformers are solved firstly to minimize
the mean square error (MSE), then the OMP-based algo-
rithm is utilized to give the hybrid solutions. In [8], the ana-
log and digital processors are separately designed based on
codebooks to avoid solving an intractable searching prob-
lem in a single-relay multiple-user system. A codebook-free
hybrid beamforming scheme is proposed in [9], where the
design is treated as a matrix factorization problem and solved
by the alternating direction method of multipliers. In [10],
the analog processor is solved by utilizing the simplified
Gram-Schmidt process that resorts only to the array response
vectors, while the baseband digital processor is optimized
separately by solving the MSE-based problem.

The aforementionedworks are based on the perfect channel
state information (CSI) assumption to simplify the deriva-
tion. However, the acquired CSI is imperfect in practice
due to implementation issues, such as bandwidth limitation,
feedback delay, and channel estimation errors. The system
performance inevitably degrades if the CSI imperfectness is
not properly handled [11]. There are only a fewworks dealing
with the imperfect CSI in mmWave relay systems, and most
of them adopt MSE-based criterion due to its mathematical
tractability. In [12], aMSE-based robust hybrid beamforming
scheme is proposed for multiple-user mmWave interference
channels with Gaussian-distributed errors. In [13], the robust
design is extended to the mmWave two-way AF relay system
with the same channel model. However, minimizing theMSE
does not guarantee satisfactory spectral efficiencies [14]. The
average received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a better alter-
native, which is highly related to the spectral efficiency.
In [15], a robust hybrid beamforming scheme based on the
average received SNR is proposed for three-node AF relay
systems. To the authors’ best knowledge, the robust design
for mmWave multiple-relay networks under imperfect CSI is
still open.

In this paper, we propose a robust hybrid beamforming
scheme for mmWave relay networks with imperfect CSI.
AF relay strategy is adopted, and the CSI error is assumed to
be Gaussian-distributed. To make the objective function more
related to spectral efficiencies, we adopt the approximated
average received SNR as the design criterion.1 Unlike the
work in [15], beamformers at both the source and the desti-
nation employ multiple RF chains, and the equivalent relay
processor show a block diagonal structure. We propose an
iterative algorithm to optimize the beamformers at different
nodes alternatively. In each iteration, we utilize a simple
Rayleigh quotient-based method to optimize the correspond-
ing beamformer. After that, we develop modified OMP-based
algorithms to obtain hybrid beamformers at different nodes.

1In our most recent work [16], a robust fully digital beamforming scheme
for relay networks is proposed to directly optimize the spectral efficiency.
However, the design contains nested iterations, and the computational com-
plexity is higher than the proposed scheme in this paper. Incorporating the
method in [16] into the robust hybrid beamforming scheme, which directly
adopts the spectral efficiency as the design criterion andmaintains affordable
complexities, is the direction of our future work.

FIGURE 1. A two-hop one-way multiple-relay network.

The accuracy of the approximated average received SNR is
verified by numerical simulations. Simulation results also
show that the proposed beamforming scheme prevails exist-
ing non-robust designs with affordable computational com-
plexities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system and channel models. The proposed
robust hybrid beamforming schemes for different nodes are
presented in Section III. Simulation results are provided in
Section IV. The conclusion is given in Section V.
Notations: Bold lower case and upper case letters denote

vectors and matrices, respectively. A(i,l) denotes the (i, l)-th
entry of matrix A; A(i) denotes the i-th column of matrix A.
(·)∗, (·)T , (·)H , tr (·), and vec (·) denote the complex con-
jugate, matrix transpose, Hermitian transpose, matrix trace,
and vectorization operator which stacks the columns of the
matrix into a vector, respectively. IK denotes the K × K
identity matrix. bd [A1, . . . ,AK ] is a block diagonal matrix
with matrices Ak , k = 1, . . . ,K on its main diagonal. a ∼
CN (m,6) means that a is a circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian random vector with meanm and covariance matrix
6. ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. Ea[·] stands for the
expectation over a. ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we introduce the mmWave multiple-relay
network and channel model considered in this paper.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
A two-hop one-way multiple-relay network is shown
in Fig. 1, in which a source with Ns antennas communicates
to a destination withNd antennas through the help ofK relays
with Nr antennas on each relay. The source, the destination,
and each of the relays are equippedwithNs,rf ,Nd,rf , andNs,rf
RF chains, respectively, which enables the node to process
signals in both analog and digital domains. The numbers of
RF chains at different nodes are subject to the constraint

73094 VOLUME 6, 2018
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Ns,rf ≤ Ns, Nr,rf ≤ Nr , Nd,rf ≤ Nd . We assume that there is
no direct link between the source and the destination, which is
typical for mmWave systems because of the limited coverage.

AF strategy is adopted in this paper, and all the nodes
are assumed to work in half-duplex mode. It needs two time
slots to perform the data transmission. In the first time slot,
the source transmits the N × 1 signal s to the relays, where N
is the number of data streams with N ≤ Ns,rf . The received
signals at the relay nodes are

yr =
√
ρsr HsrFss+ zsr , (1)

where E[ssH ] = I; Fs = Fs,tFs,bb is the Ns × N hybrid
precoder at the source, with Fs,bb and Fs,t being the Ns,rf ×N
baseband processor and the Ns × Ns,rf analog processor,

respectively; Hsr =

[
HT
sr,1, . . . ,H

T
sr,K

]T
, with Hsr,k (k =

1, . . . ,K ) being the Nr × Ns channel matrix between the

source and the k-th relay (S-Rk link); yr =
[
yTr,1, . . . , y

T
r,K

]T
,

with yr,k being the received signal vector at the k-th relay;

zsr =
[
zTsr,1, . . . , z

T
sr,K

]T
, with zsr,k being the additive com-

plex white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with independent,
identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries of zero mean and unit
variance at the k-th relay; ρsr is the total transmit power to
noise ratio of the source-relay (S-R) link. Notice that, Fs,t is
implemented using analog phase shifters, so every element
has equal norm, i.e., |F(i,l)

s,t |
2
= 1; whileFs,bb has no hardware

constraints except the transmit power constraint at the source.
The received signals at the k-th relay are combined through

the Nr,rf ×Nr analog beamforming matrix Fr,r,k . In the sec-
ond time slot, the relays multiply the beamformers’ outputs
by the Nr,rf × Nr,rf baseband processing matrix Fr,bb,k and
forward the resulting signals to the destination through the
Nr×Nr,rf analog beamformingmatrixFr,t,k , while the source
keeps silent. The received signals at the destination are

yd =
√
ρrdHrdFryr + zrd

=
√
ρrdρsrHrdFrHsrFss+

√
ρrdHrdFrzsr + zrd , (2)

where Fr = bd
[
Fr,1, . . . ,Fr,K

]
is the equivalent block diag-

onal relay processing matrix, with Fr,k = Fr,t,kFr,bb,kFr,r,k
being the processing matrix at the k-th relay; Hrd =[
Hrd,1, . . . ,Hrd,K

]
, with Hrd,k being the Nd × Nr channel

matrix between the k-th relay and the destination (Rk -D
link); zrd is the AWGN vector with i.i.d. entries of zero
mean and unit variance; ρrd is the total transmit power to
noise ratio of the relay-destination (R-D link) link. Similarly,
Fr,t,k and Fr,r,k are implemented using analog phase shifters,
i.e., |F(i,l)

r,t,k |
2
= |F(i,l)

r,r,k |
2
= 1; while Fr,bb,k has no hardware

constraints except the total transmit power constraint at the
relays.

At the destination, the received signals are combined using
the Nd × N hybrid receiverW. The estimated signal is given
by

ŝ =WHyd =
√
ρrdρsrWHHrdFrHsrFss

+
√
ρrdWHHrdFrzsr +WHzrd , (3)

where W = WrWbb, with Wbb and Wr being the Nd,rf ×
N baseband processor and the Nd × Nd,rf analog processor,
respectively.Wr is implemented using analog phase shifters,
i.e., |W(i,l)

r |
2
= 1; whileWbb has no hardware constraints.

B. CHANNEL MODEL
In this paper, we adopt a narrow-band clustered channel
model, which is based on the Saleh-Valenzuela model [17],
to characterize the mmWave channel. The channel matrices
of the S-R and R-D link can be expressed as

Hl,k =
1√

N l,k
cl N

l,k
ray

N l,k
cl∑
i=1

N l,k
ray∑
j=1

α
l,k
i,j ar

(
θ
l,k
i,j

)
at
(
φ
l,k
i,j

)H
, (4)

where l ∈ {sr, rd}; N l,k
cl and N l,k

ray denote the number of
clusters and the number of rays in each cluster of the cor-
responding link; αl,ki,j denotes the gain of the j-th ray in the
i-th cluster of the corresponding link, which is assumed to
be a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and
variance σ 2

α
l,k
i
; ar

(
θ
l,k
i,j

)
and at

(
φ
l,k
i,j

)
are the receive and

transmit array response vectors of the corresponding link,
with θ l,ki,j and φl,ki,j being the angle of departure (AoD) and
the angle of arrival (AoA), respectively.

In this paper, we adopt theM -element uniform linear array
(ULA), which can be easily extended to the uniform planar
array (UPA) [4]. The array response vector is given by

a (θ) =
1
√
M

[
1, ej

2πd
λ

sin(θ), . . . , ej(M−1)
2πd
λ

sin(θ)
]T
, (5)

where d is the antenna spacing and λ is the mmWave signal
wavelength. Without loss of generality, we omit the super-
scripts and subscripts here for notation simplicity.

In the next, we consider Gaussian-distributed errors of the
channelmatrices. The actual CSIs processed at the transceiver
sides are modeled as

Hsr,k = Ĥsr,k +1sr,k , (6)

Hrd,k = Ĥrd,k +1rd,k , (7)

where Ĥsr,k is the estimated CSI of the S-Rk link; Ĥrd,k
is the estimated CSI of the Rk -D link; 1sr,k and 1rd,k are
the error matrices of the corresponding links, with 1sr,k ∼

CN
(
0, σ 2

e,srI
)
and 1rd,k ∼ CN

(
0, σ 2

e,rd I
)
, respectively.

III. HYBRID ROBUST BEAMFORMING SCHEME
In this section, we first approximate the average received
SNR to derive a tractable optimization problem. Then we
propose an iterative algorithm to design the beamforming
schemes at different nodes alternatively. The OMP-based
algorithms are developed for different nodes to fulfill
the equal norm constraints of the analog processors at
last.

VOLUME 6, 2018 73095
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A. DESIGN PROBLEM FORMULATION
At the destination, the average received SNR ρ̂ is given by:

ρ̂ = EHsr ,Hrd

[
ρrdρsr‖WHHrdFrHsrFs‖2F
ρrd‖WHHrdFr‖2F + ‖W‖

2
F

]
. (8)

The first order Taylor’s series expansion in [15] can be
applied to ρ̂. In this paper, we take the first term after the
expansion as the design criterion, which is given by

ρ̂ ' ρ̃ =
ρrdρsrEHsr ,Hrd

[
‖WHHrdFrHsrFs‖2F

]
ρrdEHrd

[
‖WHHrdFr‖2F

]
+ ‖W‖2F

. (9)

In Section IV, we will show that ρ̃ is very close to ρ̂ by
Monte Carlo simulations. Combined with the equal norm
constraints of the analog processors and the total transmit
power constraints at different nodes, a joint design of the
beamforming schemes is developed as the following opti-
mization problem

max{
Fs,t ,Fs,bb,Wr ,Wbb,
Fr,t,k ,Fr,bb,k ,Fr,r,k

} ρ̃
s.t. F(i)

s,t ∈ Fs, W(i)
r ∈W,

F(i)
r,t,k ∈ Fr,t,k , F(i)

r,r,k ∈ Fr,r,k ,

‖Fs,tFs,bb‖2F = 1,

EHsr

[
‖Fr,tFr,bbFr,r

·
(√
ρsrHsrFs,tFs,bbs+ zsr

)
‖
2
F

]
= 1. (10)

where Fs, W , Fr,t,k , and Fr,r,k , k = 1, . . . ,K are the
feasible vector sets induced by the equal norm constraints of
the analog processors. The estimated array response vectors
are usually utilized as the feasible vector sets in existing
non-robust beamforming designs when the perfect CSI is
available. To deal with the imperfect CSI, we take the quan-
tized response vectors in [4] as the feasible vector sets in this
paper. Defining A as the matrix containing all elements of a
feasible vector set, the i-th column of A is given by

A(i)
= a

(
θq,i
)

=
1
√
M

[
1, ej

2πd
λ

sin(θq,i), . . . , ej(M−1)
2πd
λ

sin(θq,i)
]T
(11)

where θq,i = θmin +
(2i−1)(θmax−θmin)

2B+1
, with {θmin, θmax} being

the azimuth sector and B being the quantization bit.
The joint optimization in (10) is known to be intractable

[4]. In this paper, we use an iterative algorithm to obtain
the beamforming matrices at different nodes. Specifically,
we first solve the optimal digital processors Fr,opt , Fs,opt ,
and Wopt , alternatively. After that, we utilize OMP-based
algorithms to solve the analog and baseband processors at
different nodes respectively.

B. HYBRID PROCESSOR DESIGN AT THE RELAYS
Firstly, we solve the fully digital relay processor Fr,opt with
fixed Fs and W. The algorithm in [14] can be utilized.
To begin with, we introduce two lemmas for further deriva-
tions as follows
Lemma 1 [18]: For random matrix X ∼ CN

(
X̂, σ 2I

)
,

EX
[
XAXH

]
= X̂AX̂H

+ σ 2tr (A) I, (12)

EX
[
XHAX

]
= X̂HAX̂+ σ 2tr (A) I. (13)

Lemma 2 [19]: For matrices A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cn×m, and
C ∈ Cn×n, we have the following identities

vec (ACB) =
(
BT ⊗ A

)
vec (C), (14)

tr (ACB) = vecH
(
AH

)
(Im ⊗ C) vec (B). (15)

By applying Lemma 1, the expectations in the numerator
and denominator of (9), and the last power constraint in the
optimization problem (10) can be expanded as

EHsr ,Hrd

[
‖WHHrdFrHsrFs‖2F

]
= tr

{
WHEHrd [HrdFr

·EHsr

(
HsrFsFHs H

H
sr

)
FHr H

H
rd

]
W
}

= tr
(
WH ĤrdFr81FHr Ĥ

H
rdW

)
+ σ 2

e,rd tr
(
WHW

)
tr
(
Fr81FHr

)
, (16)

EHrd

[
‖WHHrdFr‖2F

]
= tr

{
WHEHrd

[
HrdFrFHr H

H
rd

]
W
}

= tr
(
WH ĤrdFrFHr Ĥ

H
rdW

)
+ σ 2

e,rd tr
(
FrFHr

)
tr
(
WHW

)
, (17)

EHsr

[
‖Fr

(√
ρsrHsrFss+ zsr

)
‖
2
F

]
= tr

{
FrEHsr

[
ρsrHsrFsFHs H

H
sr + I

]
FHr
}

= tr
[
Fr (ρsr81 + I)FHr

]
, (18)

where

81 = ĤsrFsFHs Ĥ
H
sr + σ

2
e,rd tr

(
FsFHs

)
I. (19)

Then, the traces containing Fr in (16)-(18) can be vector-
ized by applying Lemma 2 as

tr
(
WH ĤrdFr81FHr Ĥ

H
rdW

)
=

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

tr
(
WH Ĥrd,iFr,i81,ijFHr,jĤ

H
rd,jW

)

=

K∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

vecH
(
FHr,i

) [(
ĤT
rd,iW

∗WT Ĥ∗rd,j
)

⊗81,ij

]
vec

(
FHr,i

)
= vbH

(
FHr
)
82vb

(
FHr
)
, (20)
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tr
(
Fr81FHr

)
=

K∑
i=1

tr
(
Fr,i81,iiFHr,i

)
= vbH

(
FHr
)
bd
(
I⊗81,ii

)
vb
(
FHr
)
, (21)

tr
(
WH ĤrdFrFHr Ĥ

H
rdW

)
=

K∑
i=1

tr
(
WH Ĥrd,iFr,iFHr,iĤ

H
rd,iW

)
=

K∑
i=1

vecH
(
FHr,i

) [(
ĤT
rd,iW

∗WT Ĥ∗rd,i
)
⊗ I

]
vec

(
FHr,i

)
= vbH

(
FHr
)
bd
[(

ĤT
rd,iW

∗WT Ĥ∗rd,i
)
⊗ I

]
vb
(
FHr
)
,

(22)

tr
[
Fr (ρsr81 + I)FHr

]
=

K∑
i=1

tr
(
Fr,i

(
ρsr81,ii + I

)
FHr,i

)
= vbH

(
FHr
)
bd
[
I⊗

(
ρsr81,ii + I

)]
vb
(
FHr
)
, (23)

where 81,ij is the (i, j)-th block of 81; vbH
(
FHr
)
=[

vecH
(
FHr,1

)
, . . . , vecH

(
FHr,K

)]
is the vector formed by

stacking the vectorized sub-matrices Fr,k , k = 1, . . . ,K ;
and 82,ij =

(
ĤT
rd,iW

∗WT Ĥ∗rd,j
)
⊗81,ij is the (i, j)-th block

of 82.
Substituting (16)-(23) into (10), the optimization problem

of the relay processorFr with fixedFs andW can be rewritten
as

max
{Fr,t,k ,Fr,bb,k ,Fr,r,k}

vbH
(
FHr
)
31vb

(
FHr
)

vbH
(
FHr
)
32vb

(
FHr
)

s.t. F(i)
r,t,k ∈ Fr,t,k ,F

(i)
r,r,k ∈ Fr,r,k ,

vbH
(
FHr
)
bd
[
I⊗

(
ρsr81,ii + I

)]
· vb

(
FHr
)
= 1 (24)

where

31 = 82 + σ
2
e,rd tr

(
WHW

)
bd
(
I⊗81,ii

)
, (25)

32 = ρrdbd
[(

ĤT
rd,iW

∗WT Ĥ∗rd,i
)
⊗ I

]
+ ρrdσ

2
e,rd tr

(
WHW

)
I

+ tr
(
WHW

)
bd
[
I⊗

(
ρsr81,ii + I

)]
. (26)

Notice that, the objective (24) is a generalized Rayleigh
quotient, with31 being Hermitian and32 being positive def-
inite Hermitian. Therefore, the optimal processor vb

(
FHr,opt

)
can be solved by

vb
(
FHr,opt

)
= µ13

−1/2
2 u1,max , (27)

Algorithm 1 OMP-Based Algorithm to Design the Hybrid
Relay Processors
Require: Fr,opt , Ar,t,k and Ar,r,k , k = 1, . . . ,K ;
1: for k = 1 : K do
2: Fr,t,k = Fr,r,k = [ ];
3: Fr,res = Fr,opt,k ;
4: for i = 1 : Nr,rf do
5: 0r,r = Fr,resAr,r,k ;
6: m = argmaxi=1,...,NclNray

[
0Hr,r0r,r

](i,i)
;

7: Fr,r,k =
[
Fr,r,k |A

(m)
r,r,k

]T
;

8: 0r,t = AH
r,t,kFr,resF

H
r,r,k ;

9: n = argmaxi=1,...,NclNray
(
0r,t0

H
r,t
)(i,i)

;

10: Fr,t,k =
[
Fr,t,k |A

(n)
r,t,k

]
;

11: Fr,bb,k =
(
FHr,t,kFr,t,k

)−1
FHr,t,kFr,opt,kF

H
r,r,k

·

(
Fr,r,kFHr,r,k

)−1
;

12: Fr,res =
Fr,opt,k−Fr,t,kFr,bb,kFr,r,k
‖Fr,opt,k−Fr,t,kFr,bb,kFr,r,k‖F

;
13: end for
14: end for
15: Fr,bb =

Fr,bb√
tr
[
Fr,tFr,bbFr,r (ρsr81+I)FHr,rF

H
r,bbF

H
r,t

] ;
16: return Fr,t , Fr,bb, and Fr,r .

where u1,max is the eigenvector of 3−H/22 313
−1/2
2 corre-

sponding to the largest eigenvalue, andµ1 is a scaling param-
eter obtained by the power constraint as

µ1 =

√
1

uH1,max3
−H/2
2 bd

[
I⊗

(
ρsr81,ii + I

)]
3
−1/2
2 u1,max

.

(28)

By re-organizing the elements of vb
(
FHr,opt

)
as a

block diagonal matrix, we obtain the optimal digital relay
processor Fr,opt .

The hybrid relay processors at different relays, i.e., Fr,t,k ,
Fr,bb,k , and Fr,r,k , k = 1, . . . ,K , can be obtained based
on the sparse approximation. The well known Frobenius
norm minimization problem [4], [20] is adopted to solve the
cascaded processors as

min
{Fr,t,k ,Fr,bb,k ,Fr,r,k}

‖Fr,opt,k − Fr,t,kFr,bb,kFr,r,k‖F

s.t. F(i)
r,t,k ∈ Fr,t,k , F(i)

r,r,k ∈ Fr,r,k (29)

where Fr,opt,k is the k-th diagonal block of Fr,opt . We define
Ar,t,k and Ar,r,k as the matrices containing all elements of
Fr,t,k and Fr,r,k , respectively.
The pseudo code of the OMP-based algorithm to solve

the above optimization problem is given in Algorithm 1. The
hybrid processor at the relays is solved one by one. Step 15
guarantees that the total transmit power constraint at the
relays is satisfied.
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C. HYBRID PROCESSOR DESIGNS AT THE SOURCE AND
DESTINATION
In this subsection, we solve the fully digital receiver Wopt
with fixed Fs and Fr . Following the same procedure in
Section III-B, we reformulate the trace terms in (16)-(18) by
applying Lemma 2 as

tr
(
WH ĤrdFr81FHr Ĥ

H
rdW

)
= vecH (W)

[
I⊗ ĤrdFr81FHr Ĥ

H
rd

]
vec (W) , (30)

tr
(
WH ĤrdFrFHr Ĥ

H
rdW

)
= vecH (W)

[
I⊗ ĤrdFrFHr Ĥ

H
rd

]
vec (W). (31)

Then the optimization problem ofW can be rewritten as

max
{Wr ,Wbb}

vecH (W)33vec (W)
vecH (W)34vec (W)

s.t.W(i)
r ∈W. (32)

where

33 = I⊗ ĤrdFr81FHr Ĥ
H
rd + σ

2
e,rd tr

(
Fr81FHr

)
I, (33)

34 = ρrd I⊗ ĤrdFrFHr Ĥ
H
rd + ρrdσ

2
e,rd

(
FrFHr

)
I+ I. (34)

The generalized Rayleigh quotient-based method can be
applied to solve the optimal digital receiver Wopt , which is
given by

vec
(
Wopt

)
= 3

−1/2
4 u2,max , (35)

where u2,max is the eigenvector of 3−H/24 333
−1/2
4 cor-

responding to the largest eigenvalue. After re-organizing
vec

(
Wopt

)
into Wopt , the cascaded hybrid processors Wr

andWbb can be obtained by solving the following Frobenius
norm minimization problem

min
{Wr ,Wbb}

‖Wopt −WrWbb‖F

s.t.W(i)
r ∈Wr . (36)

Notice that there is only one analog component in the
hybrid receiver. Defining Ar as the matrix containing all ele-
ments of the feasible vector set Wr , the OMP-based method
in Algorithm 1 is modified to solve the above problem, which
is summarized in Algorithm 2.
The hybrid structure of the precoder at the source is similar

to the receiver at the destination. So, we can obtain the
optimal digital processor Fs,opt and the cascaded hybrid pro-
cessors Fs,t and Fs,bb with fixed Fr andW in a same manner.
The optimization problem of Fs,opt , and the Frobenius norm
minimization problem of Fs,t and Fs,bb can be established
with slight modification of (32) and (36). The generalized
Rayleigh quotient-based method and Algorithm 2 can be
applied directly to solve the above optimization problems.
We omit details here for brevity.

Algorithm 2Modified OMP-Based Algorithm to Design the
Hybrid Receiver
Require: Wopt , and Ar ;
1: Wr = [ ];
2: Wres =Wopt ;
3: for i = 1 : Ns,rf do
4: 0r = AH

r Wres;
5: n = argmaxi=1,...,NclNray

(
0r0

H
r
)(i,i)

;

6: Wr =

[
Wr |A

(n)
r

]
;

7: Wbb =
(
WH

r Wr
)−1WH

r Wopt ;
8: Wres =

Wopt−WrWbb
‖Wopt−WrWbb‖F

;
9: end for
10: return Wr , andWbb.

Algorithm 3 Alternating Maximization Algorithm for
Hybrid Transceiver Designs
Initialization: Construct Fs,t , Wr with random phases and

set Fs,bb,Wbb as identity matrices;
1: repeat
2: Optimize Fr with fixed Fs andW;
3: Solve Fr,t,k , Fr,bb,k , and Fr,r,k using

Algorithm 1, update Fr = bd[Fr,t,1Fr,bb,1Fr,r,1
, . . . ,Fr,t,KFr,bb,KFr,r,K ];

4: OptimizeW with fixed Fs and Fr ;
5: Solve Wr and Wbb using Algorithm 2, and update

W =WrWbb;
6: Optimize Fs with fixed Fr andW;
7: Solve Fs,t and Fs,bb using Algorithm 2, and update

Fs = Fs,tFs,bb ;
8: until a stopping criterion triggers

D. ALTERNATING ALGORITHM FOR PRECODER DESIGNS
We utilize an alternating algorithm to design the processors
at different nodes. The pseudo code is given in Algorithm 3.
At each step, we optimize the processing matrix at one node
by keeping the processing matrices at other nodes fixed. The
iteration will end when a stopping criterion triggers, e.g.,
the change of the average received SNR is below a threshold.

Notice that, each update in Algorithm 3 will increase the
average received SNR to a finite value, thus the iterative
method can converge. Though the solution of the above algo-
rithm may not be the global optimum due to the non-convex
nature of the joint optimization problem, it can always
achieve a stationary point. Simulation results in Section IV
show that the convergence speed is fast, and the compu-
tational complexity is comparable with other benchmark
designs.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
hybrid beamforming scheme. The mmWave channel is mod-
eled to be a Ncl = 8 cluster environment with Nray = 10 rays
per cluster for every individual link. All clusters are assumed
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FIGURE 2. Spectral efficiencies versus transmitted SNRs with
Ns = Nr = Nd = 8, K = 4, Ns,rf = Nr ,rf = Nd ,rf = 4, σ2

e,sr = σ2
e,rd = σ2

e .

to be equal power, i.e., σ 2
α
l,k
i
= 1,∀i, l, k . The azimuth AoAs

and AoDs of all nodes follow Laplacian distribution with
uniformly distributed means over [0, 2π ) and angular spread
10 degrees. The quantization bits at all the nodes are set to be
equal, i.e., B = 5. The number of data streams is assumed
to be equal to the number of RF chains at the source for
simplicity of exposition, i.e., N = Ns,rf . The ULA is adopted
with antenna elements separated by a half wavelength dis-
tance, i.e., d = λ/2. Transmitted SNRs for all the links are
set to be equal, i.e., ρsr = ρrd = ρ. All simulation results
are averaged over 10000 random channel realizations. The
stopping criterion of Algorithm 3 is chosen that the changing
rate of SNR in each iteration is below 1× 10−3.
Fig. 2 shows the spectral efficiencies versus transmitted

SNRs with Ns = Nr = Nd = 8, K = 4, Ns,rf = Nr,rf =
Nd,rf = 4. Powers of channel errors are set to be equal,
i.e., σ 2

e,sr = σ
2
e,rd = σ

2
e . The spectral efficiencies of optimal

fully digital designs with perfect CSI, hybrid designs with
perfect CSI, and non-robust MMSE-based designs [7] with
imperfect CSI are also included for comparison. In the figure,
the optimal designs with perfect CSI provide the best spectral
efficiencies. As the number of RF chains is sufficient (one
RF chain for every two antennas), the hybrid designs with
perfect CSI provide spectral efficiencies that are essentially
equal to the optimality. However, the perfect CSI assumptions
in above two designs are not practical. By considering errors
in the acquired CSI, the proposed robust method achieves
much higher spectral efficiencies compared with non-robust
MMSE-based designs. The figure also shows that the perfor-
mance gap between the proposed method and the optimal
designs gets smaller with the decreasing of the power of
errors, e.g., the gap is neglectable when σ 2

e = 0.1.
Fig. 3 plots the spectral efficiencies with different number

of RF chains. Antenna configurations with Ns = Nd = 32,

FIGURE 3. Spectral efficiencies versus transmitted SNRs with different
number of RF chains, Ns = Nd = 32, Nr = 8, K = 4,
Ns,rf = Nr ,rf = Nd ,rf = Nrf , σ2

e,sr = σ2
e,rd = 0.3.

FIGURE 4. Spectral efficiencies versus transmitted SNRs with asymmetric
errors, Ns = Nr = Nd = 4, K = 2, Ns,rf = Nr ,rf = Nd ,rf = 2.

Nr = 8, K = 4, and symmetric errors with σ 2
e,sr = σ

2
e,rd =

0.3 are considered. The numbers of RF chains at different
nodes are set to be equal, i.e., Ns,rf = Nr,rf = Nd,rf = Nrf .
As shown in the figure, the optimal fully digital designs with
perfect CSI provide the best spectral efficiencies. For hybrid
designs, the performances approach the optimality with the
increasing of RF chains. Besides, the proposed robust designs
with Nrf = 2 achieve the performance of hybrid designs with
perfect CSI when Nrf = 2. Still, the proposed robust design
outperforms the non-robust MMSE-based design.

Fig. 4 shows the spectral efficiencies with asymmetric
errors. The configurations are Ns = Nr = Nd = 4, K = 2,
Ns,rf = Nr,rf = Nd,rf = 2. The symmetric link corresponds
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of the average received SNR in (8) and the
approximation in (9). Scenario I: Ns = Nr = Nd = 8, K = 4,
Ns,rf = Nr ,rf = Nd ,rf = 4; Scenario II: Ns = Nd = 32, Nr = 8, K = 4,
Ns,rf = Nr ,rf = Nd ,rf = 4; Scenario III: Ns = Nr = Nd = 4, K = 2,
Ns,rf = Nr ,rf = Nd ,rf = 2.

to the identical power of errors, i.e., σ 2
e,sr = σ

2
e,rd = 0.1; the

strong SR link corresponds to σ 2
e,sr = 0.1, σ 2

e,rd = 1; and
the strong RD link corresponds to σ 2

e,sr = 1, σ 2
e,rd = 0.1.

In the figure, the proposed designs with symmetric link and
low errors (σ 2

e,sr = σ
2
e,rd = 0.1) approach the hybrid designs

with perfect CSI as expected. The performance of the strong
SR link outperforms the strong RD link for both robust and
non-robust designs. The proposed robust designs still pro-
vide higher spectral efficiencies compared with non-robust
designs.
In Fig. 5, the accuracy of the Taylor’s series approximation

is evaluated. The average received SNR in (8) and the approx-
imation in (9) are compared. Three antenna configurations
are considered, where Scenario I corresponds to Ns = Nr =
Nd = 8, K = 4, Ns,rf = Nr,rf = Nd,rf = 4, Scenario
II corresponds to Ns = Nd = 32, Nr = 8, K = 4,
Ns,rf = Nr,rf = Nd,rf = 4, and Scenario III corresponds
to Ns = Nr = Nd = 4, K = 2, Ns,rf = Nr,rf =
Nd,rf = 2, respectively. In the simulation, we randomly
generate the power of errors for each channel realization.
As we can see, the value of the approximated SNR in (9) is
very close to the average received SNR in (8) for different
antenna configurations and transmitted SNRs, which verifies
that the adopted approximation in (9) acts as a good criterion
for beamforming designs.

Next, we evaluate the computational complexities of dif-
ferent designs. In Table 1, we first list the average iteration
numbers for all the simulations in Fig. 5. As we can see,
it takes only a few rounds for the proposed method con-
verge to a solution in all the simulations. The iteration num-
ber increases with the numbers of antennas and RF chains.
The computational complexity per iteration can be found
in Table 2. We also include the complexities of the hybrid

TABLE 1. Average iteration numbers in Fig. 5.

TABLE 2. Computational complexities of matrix operations per iteration
in different designs.

design with perfect CSI and the non-robust MMSE-based
design for comparison. As all the designs we considered
in simulations employ the OMP-based algorithm, we only
list complexities of matrix operations required per iteration
in the table, including the matrix multiplication, inversion,
and eigenvalue decomposition (EVD). It is seen that the
computational complexities of the proposed method and the
hybrid design with perfect CSI are in the same order, and
both of them are larger than the non-robust MMSE-based
design due to the Kronecker product required in the Rayleigh
quotient-based method. However, these two designs provide
significant gains compared with the MMSE-based design as
shown in previous simulations. Combined with the average
iteration numbers in Table 1 and the practical issue to acquire
perfect CSI, the proposed method can provide good spec-
tral efficiencies with affordable complexities compared with
existing methods, which makes it more attractive in practice.

V. CONCLUSIONS
A robust hybrid beamforming scheme for mmWave AF
MIMO relay networks has been presented. The imperfect CSI
with Gaussian-distributed errors is dealt with to derive an
approximated average received SNR as the design criterion.
An iterative algorithm is proposed to optimize the beamform-
ers at different nodes alternatively. A modified OMP-based
algorithm is developed to design the hybrid processor at
the corresponding node. Numerical results show that the
approximated SNR is very close to the average results of
Monte-Carlo simulations, and the proposed scheme provides
substantial gains over existing schemes with affordable com-
putational complexities.
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